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The two mice girls liked to jump on the leaves

That the cool Autumn wind shook from the trees.


Crunch crunch crunch
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“It’s fall already, nearly Halloween night,

And there’s no costume for us, no two in sight!”
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“You’re right, that time is already here.”

Both mice girls were filled with fear.
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They went into the garage looking to claim

Just stuff in twos, for costumes the same.
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A boa, a necklace, a wig and more

So much stuff it’s junk galore!
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“Not this, not that, no, these won’t do!”

“For we must, we must, have each in two!”
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They dug into boxes for whatever was stored,

Until suddenly One looked past the hoard.
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“The boxes!” Said One, “The boxes, are it!”

But Two was confused and ready to quit.
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“We could be square, cubed, like cheese!”

Then Two caught on, “Or maybe like these”
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And just like that they decided on dice,

Not one, but a pair is twice as nice.
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They ran to the store to find some supplies,

Paint and glitter and many great buys!
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Cut some holes, six will do

But cut them again for costume two.
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They painted, they polished, until they glittered

As the time neared, their little hearts flittered.
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The night finally came for those two lovely mice

They danced and they spun, not one, but two dice!
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The two mice girls liked to eat all their treats

After that night, spinning street after street.


Crunch crunch crunch


